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Release Notes – January 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Address Code Values In Vendor Import Now Support 64 Characters
Overview
The Address Code value limit of 32 is
now lengthened to 64 to accommodate
client requests for longer address code
values in the vendor import.

Business Purpose
This enhancement satisfies client
requests to open this field to support
longer address codes.

This change is applied to all necessary
vendor import files, including overnight and on-demand (the Address Accounting
Code field). The vendor banking on-demand import has also been updated. Once the
vendor has been imported the “Address Code” field within Intelligent Capture will be
updated with the new value.

Set Default Invoice Owner Using Routing Configuration
Overview
Business Purpose
Invoice can now be configured to
automatically default to the preferred
This auto-assignment enhancement
Invoice Owner whenever the AP User
saves time for AP, and increases
assigns a request. This allows a client to
accuracy in determining invoice
now systematically map an Invoice
owners.
owner to requests as part of a site's
overall request assignment strategy, preventing mistaken assignments and speeding
the overall process for the AP User.
As an example, assume a company with multiple locations (North, South, etc.)
decides that every request created for the East division should route to Ken. The
administrator configures the system so that, when the AP User selects East, the
system defaults to Ken on assignment. If Ken is unavailable (moves on; is promoted)
the system will "walk" up the connected list hierarchy to the next user.
TIP: By designating a default, Global Group employee under the hierarchy, that
employee will always be available to assign the request to.

How It Works
This feature works by combining the Feature Hierarchies and List Management
functionalities with new Routing Configuration screen. To begin, the user first
specifies the Source list and relevant segments using the Invoice Routing hierarchy
in the Feature Hierarchies area. In the example below, three request header fields
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(Custom 8, 9, and 10) have been selected as segments to make up the hierarchy
path.

The Routing Configuration Feature
Using options on the Routing Configuration screen, the administrator imports
hierarchy mapping data that specifies the name of the employee to associate with a
specific hierarchy path.
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The administrator specifies the list value(s) for each hierarchy path. Then, when the
AP User codes to a particular hierarchy path, the system detects the employee
mapping and automatically defaults to that employee when the AP User clicks
Assign.
The Routing Configuration screen also allows import and display of hierarchy
mappings. Clicking the Import Hierarchy Mappings tab provides access to the
import functionality where the user can download a template, populate it with data,
and then import this information into the system:

Once imported, each hierarchy mapping can be reviewed in the Hierarchy Mapping
List tab's listed rows. In the figure below, the user has searched for display all those
mappings whose Segment 1 value is equal to "R&D":

What the AP User Sees
The mapping appears to the AP User in the request header form as a connected list
field set. In the figure below, the hierarchy mapping R&D-QA-QA*3a is represented
as values across the connected list of Custom fields 08 - 10. Selecting R&D in
Custom 08 begins the process of selecting the hierarchy and identifying the user who
will be assigned the request:
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Now, when the AP User clicks Assign, the system follows the following logic:
•

If a user is hierarchically mapped, that user is the default assignment
displayed in the Assign Requests dialog box

•

If an Invoice Owner already exists, and is different than the mapped user, a
warning message appears in the dialog box (see below)

•

If the Invoice Owner already assigned the request is identical, the Assign
Requests dialog box does not appear and assignment is confirmed silently

•

If no mapped user exists, the AP User searches and selects a user just as
they would outside of this feature

The figure below shows the Assign Requests dialog box, and the default user
associated with that hierarchy node is displayed. You can select a different user
should that be desired.

When a different Invoice Owner is assigned the request by vendor mapping, or if the
auto-assign user is different, the dialog box appears with a message indicating this,
but retains the default user associated with the hierarchy node:
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Additional Information
Refer to Invoice: Invoice AP User Guide and the Shared: Feature Hierarchies
Setup Guide for more information.

Support for Copy Down of Line Items to Distributions
Overview
A new copy down action option allows
the system to copy from the line item
directly to the allocation (Distribution)
line item.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides another
way to save time entering data for
distributions.

Configuration
The copy down source is selected in the classic interface using the Field Types tool.
Selection is from the Copy Down Source drop down list as shown in the figure below:

Refer to Invoice: Fields Setup Guide for more information.
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Section 2: Known Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Section 3: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Administrative Help Opens to Administrative Setup & User Guides
Overview
With this release, the administrative Help commands for Expense, Invoice, and
Travel Request now open a table listing the available administrator setup, user, and
shared guides.

This change allows the administrator to draw on the most comprehensive and
complete documentation available for the task at hand.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Invoice Management, January 2012

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2012 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – February 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Distribution Import Now Supports Import by Percentage or Amount
Overview
The on-demand Distribution import now
supports import by percentage as well
as amount. Prior to this release, the
import only supported amount-based
distributions. Now, by selecting the
desired option (see below) the amount can

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides additional
flexibility to the Invoice user importing
distributions for their requests.
be imported using either method.

The user selects their preference on import by selecting either Distribute by
Amount or Distribute by Percentage, as shown in the figure below:

The update also includes a User Guide link to download the relevant documentation
related to the distribution import.
Refer to Invoice: Import Distributions User Guide for more information.

On-Demand Imports: Update to the User Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
Selected on-demand imports are
updated in this service release so that
This enhancement unifies the look and
each is now identical in appearance and
feel of the on-demand imports,
functionality. With this change, the user
providing consistency for the user.
will now be familiar with all of the ondemand import types simply by having worked with any single one of them.
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The update also includes a User Guide link to download the relevant documentation
related to that import.

The updated on-demand imports include the following:
•

Routing Configuration Import

•

Vendor Import

•

Banking Import (under Invoice Pay)

•

Distribution Import
Refer to Invoice: Routing Configuration Import User Guide, Invoice: Vendor
Import User Guide, Invoice: Vendor Banking Import User Guide, and Invoice:
Import Distributions User Guide for more information:

Employee Import: Generate Email Notification on Receive Fax Image
Overview
The overnight employee import job now
includes an option that allows an
Invoice user to receive an email
notification if a receipt image is received
by fax for their payment request.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides additional
notification options for the user when
working with images in Invoice.

The new field, Send email when a fax image is available for a payment request, is
available in the 360-level record set. It is set to automatically send the email on
receipt of the faxed image by default. The user can change this behavior by setting
the field to N (No) and performing the import to update the setting.
NOTE: This change applies only to the overnight employee import, and not the User
Admin on-demand import.
Refer to Chapter 4: Employee Import of Expense – Import and Extract
Specifications for more information.
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Purchase Order Import in Overnight Job Now Available
Overview
Business Purpose
Purchase Orders (PO) can now be
imported using an overnight job service
This enhancement gives the client
available from Concur. To date the PO
multiple options regarding how they
import type was only available using the
handle PO integration.
Concur Connect web service PO import.
Now, this data can be imported using the standard overnight job such as used for
the employee import or the vendor import jobs.
Refer to Chapter 14: Purchase Order Import of Invoice - Import and Extract
File Specifications for more information.

Invoice Pay: Unlimited Remittance Advice available for Invoice Pay
Overview
With this release the number of lines
that display for either ACH or CHECK
remittance advice is no longer restricted
to 10 lines. Now, unlimited remittance
advice can be provided to the supplier.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides additional
clarity for the CHECK and ACH
payment type by showing all of the
advice in a single view of the check
payment view.

Remittance Advice is instruction to a
supplier on how to apply the payment, and includes key detail like Invoice Number,
Invoice Amount, and even specific Notes to Supplier. Now, whether a client is paying
one invoice per payment demand or a hundred, the Supplier will have all the
information they need to reconcile the payment correctly.
Refer to Invoice: Invoice Pay User Guide for additional information.
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Section 2: Known Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Section 3: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Administrative Help Opens to Administrative Setup & User Guides
Overview
With this release, the administrative Help commands for Expense, Invoice, and
Travel Request now open a table listing the available administrator setup, user, and
shared guides.

This change allows the administrator to draw on the most comprehensive and
complete documentation available for the task at hand.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Invoice Management, February 2012

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2012 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – March 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Invoice Pay: New Payment Confirmation Extract
Overview
Business Purpose
The Invoice Pay user can use the new
Payment Confirmation extract to view
This enhancement reduces accounting
final payment amount details paid under
inaccuracies by providing additional
Invoice Pay. This is useful whenever the
visibility to final payment information.
client needs visibility into final Invoice
Pay payment methods and amounts, and the original (estimated) pay data provided
to the client financial system by the SAE is different than the actual final pay data
resident in Invoice Pay.

Differences in Payment Data Between Client System and Invoice Pay
Whenever a request scheduled to be paid under Invoice Pay is extracted to the client
financial system prior to payment, a difference in the final payment methods and
amounts between Invoice Pay and the client system can exist. This is because the
Payment Manager may have changed the request's payment method (from Check to
ACH for example). To reconcile the disparity, the Payment Confirmation extract is
run to fill the "gap" and provide final pay data for the client financial system.

The Payment Confirmation Extract
The Payment Confirmation extract depicts final payment information, and therefore
is a similar concept to the Payment Confirmation Import (in which the client can
update Concur with final pay data, for payments they have made). Unlike the
Expense Pay extract however, the import does not provide intermediate steps such
as sending ACH data and registering any possible ACH failures.
NOTE: The Payment Confirmation extract is not intended to provide correcting
journal entries.

Implementing the Payment Confirmation Extract
Ideally the extract is run daily to match the SAE and Invoice Pay overnight jobs.
The following Request-level fields are available:
•

Request Key

•

Request ID

•

Invoice Number
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•

PO Number

•

Request Name

•

Pay Method

•

Payment Amount

•

Payment Adjustment Notes

•

Payment Date

•

Check Number

•

Payment Status

Along with the following Vendor-level fields:
•

Vendor Name

•

Vendor Code

•

Vendor Address Code
Refer to Chapter 15: Payment Confirmation Extract for more information.

Payment Method Field is now Configurable
Overview
Business Purpose
The Payment Method (aka Pay Method
Type) field can now be changed by
This enhancement provides additional
Invoice Owners, Approvers, and
visibility to final payment information.
Processors depending on configured
permissions. Prior to this change, this field was locked down for these roles,
populated by default with the pay method associated with the vendor, and only
editable by the Payment Manager. This restricted certain roles from changing the
payment method, even if a change was needed at an early stage. This new access
includes the ability to set the permissions on the field, just as any other field on the
Request header form.

Card and Wire Payment Methods Now Exposed to Invoice Pay
With this enhancement, two additional payment methods, Card and Wire, join Client,
ACH, and Check as selectable payment types in the Payment header form as well as
with the Vendor form (all five methods were always available to the client in the
Payment Request Confirmation import).

Configuration
The Pay Method field must be configured and added to the Request header form
using options in the classic Payment user interface. Selecting the request header
under Form Type, and then opening it under Form Name allows the administrator
to view the existing fields. Additional fields are added using the Add Fields link.
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The field is set by default to read-only to all roles.

This configuration allows only the Payment Manager role rights within Invoice Pay to
adjust the payment method by moving it to an alternate payment method, such as
Check > ACH or Client Pay. At that time, the system updates the field with the new
payment method value, and the value can be exported to the client financial system
via the Payment Confirmation extract.
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Import and Extract Support for All Fields
Support for both Card and Wire is now included in the following imports and
extracts:
•

Payment Request Confirmation Import (V2)

•

Vendor Import - On-Demand

•

Vendor Import overnight processing job (both V2 and V3)

•

Payment Confirmation Extract (new in this release)
Refer to the guides referenced above, and the Invoice Pay User Guide for
more information about the Payment Confirmation extract and other extracts
and imports you can use.

Invoice Pay: Payment Adjustment Notes Field
Overview
Business Purpose
A new field, Payment Adjustment
Notes, is available for addition to the
This enhancement adds additional pay
Request header form. This field is used
data to the history of the payment
to record comments whenever the
request.
Payment Manager elects to change the
methods or amounts in a request scheduled for payment within Invoice Pay. By
adding explanatory text when changing the request pay data, an audit trail is created
that can provide critical information in determining why the change was made.

Adding the Adjustment Notes Field to the Payment Confirmation Extract
This field is available for addition to the new Payment Confirmation extract discussed
in this document.

Reviewer Screen View Now Available
Overview
A new Reviewer view is now available
for Invoice users. This view takes the
existing New Item section of the
screen and moves it to a standalone
screen accessed by clicking the Add
Item button.

Business Purpose
This enhancement frees up screen
space and provides a more usable
workspace within Invoice.

How it Looks
The current view of the Request List page is shown below, with new item
functionality residing at the bottom of the page and line items in row format:
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With this release, the Add Line Item section of the screen opens using the Add
Item button, appearing in a standalone window. Note also the additional viewing
space for line items, opened in detail view, and the change of button name to Add
Item, a more representative name for the button function:
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Adoption Plan for New Reviewer Appearance
New clients being implemented past the March release should be set up to use the
view via the HMC Use Review Screen Only For Invoice setting for their entity.
For existing clients, notifications will begin in March, and all users of Invoice will be
converted to this new view in the June timeframe.

Configuration
To activate this feature, use Hosted Management Console (HMC) to search for and
open the entity and, under Settings, scroll to the Use Review Screen Only For
Invoice setting and change the setting to Yes as shown in the figure below:
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Section 2: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

120202000446

Invoice / Invoice Pay

120215000759

Invoice / Excel Export

120223001795
120307000846
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An Invoice batch payment scheduled for payment is not closing at the
specified time.

A company with a large number of returned requests in the Process
Requests page cannot export using the Excel option - the system times out
before the data can be generated into Excel.
Invoice / Delegates
A delegator working with their delegates in the Invoice Delegates page is
prevented from deleting delegates in Invoice.
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Section 3: Known Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Administrative Help Opens to Administrative Setup & User Guides
Overview
With this release, the administrative Help commands for Expense, Invoice, and
Travel Request now open a table listing the available administrator setup, user, and
shared guides.

This change allows the administrator to draw on the most comprehensive and
complete documentation available for the task at hand.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:
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The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2012 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – April 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

ONP Routing Configuration Hierarchy Mapping Import Now Available
Overview
Business Purpose
Users who import hierarchical mappings
for the Routing Configuration feature
This enhancement allows import of
can now use an overnight processing
more than 500 hierarchy mapping
job (ONP) to import these mappings.
records, allowing larger sites more
This means users are no longer limited
flexibility in import choice.
to the 500 record import restriction of
the alternate on-demand Excel import, but can now import overnight a virtually
unlimited number of records using the new Configuration Hierarchy Mapping import
instead.
The overnight job import is identical to the on-demand import in record field number
and format requirements. These field include the following:
Field Name

Description

Delete

Used to indicate if this record should be deleted from the
hierarchy mapping list.

Employee ID

The Employee ID value for the user that will be assigned the
record.

Level 1 Code - Level 10
Code

The list item Short Code representing the 1st - 10th segment
level of the overall hierarchy path.

Future Use 1 - Future
Use 10

Not currently in use (they will be activated in a future service
release) but must be accounted for in the data file.

Configuration
The administrator who requires this feature should contact Concur directly to set up
and configure the data file and execution times for the ONP job.
Refer to Chapter 16: Routing Hierarchy Import of the Invoice - Import and
Extract File Specifications for more information.
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Administrative Features Now Available in the Current Interface
Overview
Several administrative tools have been
moved from the classic to the current
Invoice interface with this release.
These include:
•

Audit Rules

•

Change Log

•

Company Info

•

Delegate Configurations

•

Email Reminders

•

Forms and Fields

•

Group Configurations

•

Workflows

Business Purpose
This enhancement saves time by
gathering Invoice administrative tools
into one location for quick access and
common look and feel with existing
tools.

Each tool is accessed by clicking Administration > Invoice Admin, and selecting a link
from the page that displays:

Schedule for Transition from Classic to Current Interface
All administrative tools remain available in the classic interface:
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These tools will continue to be available in the classic interface up to retirement with
the June service release. At that time, the links for these tools will be removed.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to the respective tool's administrative user and setup guides for more
information.

Reminder: Transition to the New Reviewer Screen View
Overview
The Reviewer view will become the
default view for all users in the June
timeframe. This feature is described in
previous release notes.

Business Purpose
This enhancement frees up screen
space and provides a more usable
workspace within Invoice.

New Reviewer Appearance
As review, the new view takes the existing New Item section of the screen and
moves it to a standalone screen accessed by clicking the Add Item button. The
current view of the Request List page is shown below, with new item functionality
residing at the bottom of the page and line items in row format:
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With the update, the Add Line Item section of the screen opens using the Add
Item button, appearing in a standalone window. Note also the additional viewing
space for line items, opened in detail view, and the change of button name to Add
Item, a more representative name for the button function:
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Section 2: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

120202000446

Invoice / Invoice Pay

120215000759

Invoice / Excel Export

120223001795
120307000846

Concur Release Notes
April 2012

An Invoice batch payment scheduled for payment is not closing at the
specified time.

A company with a large number of returned requests in the Process
Requests page cannot export using the Excel option - the system times out
before the data can be generated into Excel.
Invoice / Delegates
A delegator working with their delegates in the Invoice Delegates page is
prevented from deleting delegates in Invoice.
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Section 3: Known Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:

•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Administrative Help Opens to Administrative Setup & User Guides
Overview
With this release, the administrative Help commands for Expense, Invoice, and
Travel Request now open a table listing the available administrator setup, user, and
shared guides.
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This change allows the administrator to draw on the most comprehensive and
complete documentation available for the task at hand.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:
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The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2012 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – May 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Show or Hide Distributions for Line Items
Overview
By default Invoice will show the
distributions associated with each line
item, as shown in the figure below:

Business Purpose
These enhancements add flexibility to
how the user chooses to create their
payment requests.

To hide the distributions, and open up screen space to view more line items, the user
can click Show Distributions to toggle the display off, resulting in the collapsed
appearance shown below:

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Suppress Submit & Approve Actions in Reviewer List Screen View
Overview
A site setting is now available that
requires a request reviewer (Invoice
Owner, Approver) to open a request in
order to submit or approve the request.
This is done by removing the submit
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This enhancement requires the user to
review the request prior to taking a
submit or approve action on it.
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and approve functionality from the respective list-type screen so that the user must
open the request to access this functionality.
Clients differ in their approach toward reviewers based on company culture, user
behavior and profiles. For some clients, the goal is to facilitate busy reviewers, and
existing features like bulk approval are helpful tools. For others, the goal is to
encourage thorough review by making users view detailed data. This enhancement
is useful for clients in the latter category.

Note that this enhancement does not apply to the Processor role, who may always
take advantage of bulk processing from the Processor List screen.

Configuration
The HMC site setting Disable Invoice Bulk List Actions is configured for the client
entity to enable and disable this behavior. Contact Concur to submit a Service
Request for this change.

Set the Default Expense Type for Vendor - Current Interface
Overview
The ability to set a default expense type
for a vendor is now moved from the
classic to the current Invoice user
interface. This feature is accessed by
navigating to the Vendor Manager >
Manage Default Expense Type tab.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings another tool
from the classic to the current
interface.

The new interface appears as the figure below:
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Associating the Default Expense Type to One or More Vendors
To associate one or more vendors to the expense type, search for and select the
vendor(s), then select the expense type by clicking Assign Default Expense Type:

The Expense Type Helper window appears, with a list of available expense types.
Search for an expense type by typing the name in the Starts With text box, or by
scrolling down, and moving through, each page.

Once the expense type is selected, click Assign to make that expense type the
default for the vendor(s). This association is then displayed under the Default
Concur Release Notes
May 2012
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Expense Type column in the list table of vendors. Note that this association will
override any other expense type association to this vendor that exists within Invoice
excepting an update from a vendor import.
Removing the Default Expense Type Association for One or More Vendors
The Vendor Manager removes the association by selecting one or more vendors, then
clicking Remove Default Expense Type. In multiple selections, the vendors and
expense types do not have to be identical - the system is only removing the
association.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to Invoice: Vendor Manager User Guide for more information.

Set the Default Invoice Owner for Vendor - Current Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
The ability to set a default invoice
owner for a vendor is now moved from
This enhancement brings another tool
the classic to the current Invoice user
from the classic to the current
interface. This feature is accessed by
interface.
navigating to Invoice Admin >
Routing Configuration > Vendor Mapping List tab. The new interface appears as
the figure below:
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Associating the Default Invoice Owner to One or More Vendors
To associate one or more vendors to an invoice owner, search for and select the
vendor(s), then select the owner by clicking Assign Default Invoice Owner:

The Employee Helper window appears, with search options to find the invoice
owner. Search for this employee by first selecting the search option from Search
Field (First Name; Last Name; etc.), then typing the search criteria in the Starts
With text box and clicking the icon.

Once the invoice owner is selected, click Assign to make that employee the default
invoice owner for the vendor(s). This association is then displayed under the Invoice
Owner column in the list table of vendors. Note that this association will override
any other invoice owner association to this vendor that exists within Invoice.
Removing the Default Invoice Owner Association for One or More Vendors
The Vendor Manager removes the association by selecting one or more vendors, then
clicking Remove Default Invoice Owner. In multiple selections, the vendors and
invoice owners do not have to be identical - the system is only removing the
association.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to the Invoice: Routing Configuration User Guide for more information.

Administrative Features Now Available in the Current Interface
Overview
Several administrative tools have been
moved from the classic to the current
Invoice interface with this release.
These include:
•

Expense Types

•

Policies

•

Ledgers

•

Account Codes

•

Imaging Configurations

Business Purpose
This enhancement saves time by
gathering Invoice administrative tools
into one location for quick access and
common look and feel with existing
tools.

Each tool is accessed by clicking Administration > Invoice Admin, and selecting a link
from the Invoice Processing Admin page.

Reminder: Improved Add Line Item View Enabled for All Clients in June
Overview
A new Add Line Item View was made
available for Invoice users in the March
Release. This view takes the existing
New Item section of the screen and
moves it to a standalone screen
accessed by clicking the Add Item button.
converted to this view in the June Release.
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space and provides a more usable
workspace within Invoice.
As announced in March, all clients will be
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How it Looks
The current view of the Request List page is shown below, with new item
functionality residing at the bottom of the page and line items in row format:

With this change, the Add Line Item section of the screen opens using the Add
Item button, appearing in a standalone window. Note also the additional viewing
space for line items, opened in detail view, and the change of button name to Add
Item, a more representative name for the button function:
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Adoption Plan for New Reviewer Appearance
New clients being implemented past the March release will see this change. For
existing clients, notifications will begin in March, and all users of Invoice will be
converted to this new view in the June timeframe.

Configuration
To activate this feature a Service Request should be submitted to Concur Support to
enable the Use Review Screen Only For Invoice setting.

Training Page and Training Administration Now Available
Overview
Clients can now use options in this
release to create their own customized
landing page of training materials and
contact information, all designed
specifically for their site and its users.

Business Purpose
This enhancement lets the client
customize their Training landing page
for contact information and selected
training collateral from Concur and the
user's own material.

This enhancement lets each company
grant the Training Administrator role directly to one or more employees who are
responsible for their site's training content. This saves the client time by removing
the requirement to contact Concur for changes to their page, but still allows the
client to post their custom training materials side-by-side with guides and
simulations created and offered by Concur for the client's use.
New Training Administrator Role and Training Link

A new role, Training Administrator, is available from the Expense, Travel Request,
and Invoice tabs under User Permissions (it is not available within any other tab).
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Assigning the role under any of these tabs assigns the role for all Concur products
and allows this role access to the new Training Administration link, available by
navigating via Expense Admin > Training Administration.
What the Administrator Sees
When the Training Administrator selects the Training Administration link, the
Training Configuration page appears.

This page feature four tabs with options as follows:
•

Simulation Resources: A list of available Concur and client-created training
material you can display or hide, arrange in specific order, select a preferred
language for, and add, modify, or remove the material as required.

•

Document Resources: Quickstart guides and similar collateral are available
here, and can be customized for display just as under Simulation Resources.

•

Mobile Resources: Mobile-specific user guides and FAQs are available here.

•

Contacts: Create a company-specific contact name, number, and email your
users will see and use for training or desktop questions.

The page also allows filter of material by language so that the training
documentation and simulations appear in the native language (as available). New
content is added using the New button, with options to modify and remove content
as needed, or activate and deactivate an existing Concur training resource.
What the User Sees
The end user experience starts when they click the Training menu command from
the Help menu.
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This opens the Concur Travel and Expense Training Site page (shown below) in a
separate window, allowing the user to continue work in the product. The user may
click and view any link on the page in order to review a simulation or guide.

What the user sees is restricted to the product(s) they work with, the supported
languages a simulation or guide is available in (not all resources exist for all
languages), and what Concur or client-created material is posted to this page.

Configuration
The Training Administrator role must be assigned to an employee for configuration
purposes; all users have access to the Training menu link by default. The page
appears with training material for each product the client is using. Customization of
what displays, its content, the order of appearance, language preference, and
customized content is the responsibility of the client.
Refer to Shared: Training Administration Setup Guide for more information..
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Section 2: Known Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

120424001951

Product/Feature: Invoice/SAE
Description: The Payment Method Type field is not available in column 52 of
the Invoice SAE as expected. This means clients using this SAE since its
introduction in March will not have access to this extract field.
Workaround: This mapping is now available to clients via a hotfix issued for
the May service release. Clients may submit a Service Request to Support to
have this column added to their Invoice SAE if it is not currently available to
them through their implementation of the SAE.

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Section 3: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:

•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Administrative Help Opens to Administrative Setup & User Guides
Overview
With this release, the administrative Help commands for Expense, Invoice, and
Travel Request now open a table listing the available administrator setup, user, and
shared guides.
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This change allows the administrator to draw on the most comprehensive and
complete documentation available for the task at hand.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:
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change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2012 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – June 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Improved Add Line Item View Now Enabled for All Clients
Overview
Business Purpose
The new Add Line Item View will
become the default view when adding
This enhancement frees up screen
line items for all Invoice users beginning
space and provides a more usable
with this service release. This view
workspace within Invoice.
replaces the old New Item display with
a standalone window that appears directly after the user saves their request header
information when creating their request, or when the user clicks the Add Item
button to add additional line items.
Invoice creators who prefer that this window only open when requested can set this
preference, by user, using Invoice Preferences under Profile (explained below).

How it Looks - Old Interface and New Interface Comparison
Before this change, functionality to add line items resided as rows at the bottom of
the page, taking up a portion of the screen workspace:

With this change, the user now clicks the Add Item button to display the new
standalone window (the button name is changed to reflect this functionality). Note
the additional viewing space for line items whose distributions may be viewed by
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clicking Show Distributions. Also note the change of button name to Add Item, a
more representative name for its functionality:

Suppressing the Automatic Display of the Add Line Item Window
A user can elect to prevent the standalone window from automatically appearing
when saving the header for a payment request. This window appears by default
directly after saving the request header information, but can be made to open only
when clicking the Add Item button.
Configuration
To prevent display of the Add Line Item window, use the Prompt for adding line
items after creating a new payment request option in Profile > Invoice Settings >
Invoice Preferences. Clear (disable) the check box to prevent display of the
window.
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Invoice Pay: Additional Currencies Now Supported Using ACH
Overview
With this release the Invoice Pay user
can now work with the following
additional currencies:
•

GBP: The British Pound

•

EUR: The Euro

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings additional
flexibility in the type of currency you
use for electronic payments.

To accommodate this change, the Funding Account page now displays additional
fields. In addition, both the Overnight and On-Demand Vendor Banking Imports are
updated with the following new fields:
•

Bank Code / Institution Number

•

Bank Name

•

Branch Code / Branch Number

•

Branch Location

Configuration
Other than the required configuration to create the import file or manually set up a
new ACH bank account, no additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to Invoice: Invoice Pay Setup Guide, Invoice: Vendor Import User
Guide, and Chapter 4: Approved Vendor Import - Version 3 of Invoice Import and Extract File Specifications for more information.

Mixed Sign Distributions Now Supported for Distributions
Overview
Business Purpose
The Invoice user can now enter a mix of
negative (credit) and positive sign
These enhancements provides
distributions for the line item(s) they
additional flexibility when distributing
chose to allocate. Prior to this change
line items.
the distribution sign (positive or
negative) had to match that of the line item. Now, the distributions need not match
the line item, but the line items (if multiple) must all be of the same sign. This
enhancement applies to distributions applied both manually, in the user interface,
and via import using the Invoice Allocation Import function.
How It Works
You may have a good or service that was adjusted and requires a credit, in part, on
a distribution unit. Or, perhaps the service you received was not acceptable by your
Denver group, but is fine with Minneapolis. Under these scenarios the cost or credit
of the good or service needs to be applied to the correct group.
Concur Release Notes
June 2012
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This is accomplished by entering a negative (credit) distribution, which is supported
even though the line item it is associated with may be a positive amount. When
entering "mixed" signs (positive and negative) across multiple line items, the rule is
that both Percentage and Amount are available only if all chosen line items are of the
same sign, either positive or negative. Otherwise, only the Amount option is
available.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to ITALIC for more information.

Distribution Import Limit Increased to 3,000
NOTE: Although a projected limit of 10,000 was previously announced, the limit will
actually be 3,000 to optimize performance.

Overview
The Invoice Allocation Import will now
accept up to 3,000 allocations for a
single line item, where the previous
number was 500. This enhancement
benefits companies who must distribute
their line items across a very large
number of cost centers.

Business Purpose
These enhancements support clients
with many cost centers they must
account for when distributing line
items.

Overview - Distribution Display
With this change the display functionality for the Invoice Owner and Approvers is
modified to accommodate what may be a very large number of distibutions for a
given line item. Invoice will display up to 20 of these distributions on the screen:
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The system will display up to 20 line items, each viewable by clicking them directly.
If more than 20 line items exist, an informational message appears, and clicking the
Edit button opens a separate window in which the user can work with the additional
line items.

TIP: Use the Maximize /
Minimize icon to open this
distribution view in full
screen mode.

The Approver sees a similar view and informational message when approving a
request with more distributions than the screen display allows.
Best Practice - Editing Large Numbers of Distributions via the User Interface
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When editing distributions, only 500 may be edited at one time. Because of this, it is
strongly recommended that the user use the import function to edit their
distributions instead of attempting this within the user interface.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to Invoice: Import Distributions User Guide for more information.

Retirement of Administrative Tools from the Classic Interface
Overview
The following tools are now retired from
the Classic Invoice interface, and are
now available in the Current interface:
•

Change Log

•

Exceptions

•

Forms & Fields

•

Workflow

•

Group Configurations

•

Email Reminders

•

Delegates

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings the full
complement of Invoice tools to the
current interface.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to the respective guides for information about their appearance and
functionality in the current interface.
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Section 2: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

120523002025

Product/Feature: Invoice/Audit Rules
Description: An audit rule using the condition Allocation State = Fully
Allocated defaults back to Null on save and exit, and will not trigger when the
condition is met.
Resolution: The condition now remains set to the chosen value.

120105000537
120503001087

Product/Feature: Invoice/Allocations
Description: The maximum amount of allocations allowed is not enough.
Increase the number of allocations supported by Invoice.
Resolution: The Allocations import can now support up to 10,000 allocations
in a single import.
Refer to the feature description in this document for more information
about this feature.

N/A

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: When Assignment Timeout Action is set to Submit Request,
the user must input a value into the Time Out After This Many Days. This is
incorrect behavior - the user should be allowed to leave this field blank and
move to the next workflow step.
Resolution: The user can now leave the field blank.

N/A

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: The Level fields is not available under Cost Object Approval
workflow type when setting a limit for the authorized approver.
Resolution: This field is now available.

N/A

Product/Feature: Invoice/Delegates
Description: Removing permissions from a delegate at the Delegate
Configuration level does not remove these same permissions when a user
works with that delegate under My Profile. The values should be the same, but
are not.
Resolution: The delegate record was not persisting the saved stored
procedure - this is now fixed.
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Section 3: Known Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:

•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Administrative Help Opens to Administrative Setup & User Guides
Overview
With this release, the administrative Help commands for Expense, Invoice, and
Travel Request now open a table listing the available administrator setup, user, and
shared guides.
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This change allows the administrator to draw on the most comprehensive and
complete documentation available for the task at hand.
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Release Notes – July 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Retirement of Administrative Tools from the Classic Interface Complete
Overview
The following tools are now retired from
the Classic Invoice interface, and are
now available in the Current interface:

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings the full
complement of Invoice tools to the
current interface.

•

Audit Rules

•

Policies

•

Ledgers

•

Account Codes

•

Imaging Handling Configurations (Invoice and Vendor)

•

Vendor Manager

In addition, links that move the user between the Current and Classic interface are
now removed from the following locations:
•

Classic link, Invoice Admin page in Current interface

•

Classic link, from Invoice tab in Current interface

•

Invoice Processing link in Classic interface

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to the respective guides for information about their appearance and
functionality in the current interface.

Image Upload: New Look to Upload Image Window
Overview
An update to imaging in Invoice brings
a new look to the Upload Image
window. These changes do not change
the requirements or functionality of the
process, but do change the appearance,
as shown in the figure below:
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This enhancement updates the
appearance of the Upload Image
window.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 2: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

RNOW

Product/Feature: Invoice/AREA
Description:TEXT
Resolution: TEXT

RNOW

Product/Feature: Invoice/AREA
Description:TEXT
Resolution: TEXT

RNOW

Product/Feature: Invoice/AREA
Description:TEXT
Resolution: TEXT

RNOW

Product/Feature: Invoice/AREA
Description:TEXT
Resolution: TEXT
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Section 3: Known Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:

•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Administrative Help Opens to Administrative Setup & User Guides
Overview
With this release, the administrative Help commands for Expense, Invoice, and
Travel Request now open a table listing the available administrator setup, user, and
shared guides.
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This change allows the administrator to draw on the most comprehensive and
complete documentation available for the task at hand.
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Release Notes – August 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Cost Object Approval Workflow: Direct Routing Now Supported
Overview
Business Purpose
A limit-based Cost Object Approval
(COA) workflow can now be configured
This enhancement speeds COA
for direct routing of a cost object to the
approval by routing the cost object
approver granted signing authority
directly to the approver with the
equal to or above the required limit
correct limit-based approval.
amount. Doing this allows the COA
limit-based workflow (only) to not assign, and thus not include, any approvers
lacking the authority required to approve the cost object. Instead, the cost object is
simply routed directly to the approver granted approval rights for equal or above the
amount of the cost object to be approved.

How It Works
When configuring the COA workflow, the administrator selects Limit, which exposes
the Cost Object Direct Approval check box. This option is off (cleared) by default the administrator selects the check box to enable the feature as shown in the figure
below:

Now, the cost object will route directly to the first approver with an amount equal to
or above that associated with the cost object.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to Invoice: Workflow: Cost Object Approval Setup Guide for more
information.
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Audit Trail: Track Changes to the Payment Method Type Field
Overview
The Payment Method Type field in the
Payment Request header was recently
modified to allow an Invoice Owner to
change the value. Now, this change will
be recorded in the audit trail associated
with the payment request.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides additional
tracking information for the request by
recording changes to payment type.

This change lets the administrator reviewing a request track when the payment value
was changed and who was responsible for the change.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Processor: Check Number Now Available as Search Criteria
Overview
The Invoice Processor can now draw on
Check Number as a searchable criteria
when looking for requests to process.

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives the Invoice
Processor more options when searching
for payment requests.

The Check Number value is used with
the Begins With, Ends with, Contains or Equals filters.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to Invoice: Processor User Guide for more information.
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Cost Object Workflow Allocations Display in Separate Window
Overview
Business Purpose
Approvers of Cost Object workflow who
want to view all distributions under this
This enhancement makes it clear to the
workflow type can now do so using the
user what allocations are distributed on
new Show Cost Object button. By
the cost object, and what the user is
clicking this button, a standalone
responsible for approving.
window appears that provides a
complete breakdown of the cost object(s) the approver is responsible for approving.
This breakdown includes a list of all cost objects residing at the approver's hierarchy
which they are responsible for approving, and a total of all cost objects within the
list.

By selecting an item under Cost Object, the approver can move across all nodes
they are authorized to approve within, allowing a complete view of the objects
currently in their queue for approval.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to Refer to Invoice: Workflow: Cost Object Approval Setup Guide for
more information.
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Payment Confirmation Import: Selected Fields Now Updated on Import
Overview
The Payment Request Confirmation
import job will now update selected
fields that, prior to this release, were
locked down by Invoice to prevent
updates by this import.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows more
accuracy within Invoice via the
Payment Confirmation import job.

This means that a request paid using Invoice Pay, whose status is not Client Paid,
but instead either Paid, Canceled, or Void, can now have the following fields updated
if the values of the import differ from those in the Invoice system:
•

Check Number

•

Invoice Amount

•

Payment Status

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to Chapter 6: Payment Request Confirmation Import (V2) of Invoice Import and Extract File Specifications for more information.
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Section 2: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

N/A

Feature Area: Processor Search
Description: Allow the Processor to search based on a value for Check
Number (this feature is included in this month's service release).

N/A

Feature Area: Access to Payment
Description: The link to the classic Payment feature is now available to the
Integration administrator and the Integration administrator (restricted) roles
using Invoice Admin.

120517001238

Feature Area: Payment Request Confirmation Import
Description: Client cannot use import to update voided check as Payment
Method "VOID" - they must instead use the Void & Reissue feature in Payment
Manager.
The ability to use the import to update the Payment Method value is available
in this month's service release and is discussed in detail within this document.

120626000857

Feature Area: Email Notifications

120720000703

Feature Area: Invoice Pay

Concur Release Notes
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Section 3: Known Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:

•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Administrative Help Opens to Administrative Setup & User Guides
Overview
With this release, the administrative Help commands for Expense, Invoice, and
Travel Request now open a table listing the available administrator setup, user, and
shared guides.
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This change allows the administrator to draw on the most comprehensive and
complete documentation available for the task at hand.
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Release Notes – September 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
For this month:
•

Limit the Vendors that an Invoice User Can Access When Creating
Requests
The Invoice administrator can now limit the Invoice User's options when
creating a payment request and selecting their vendor, for example, by
group.
All items listed here are discussed in detail on the following pages. Refer to
the remained of this document if you need more information.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Limit What Vendors an Invoice User Can Use When Creating Request
Overview
Business Purpose
The Invoice administrator can now limit
what vendors the Invoice User can draw
This enhancement lets a site restrict
on when selecting a vendor for their
vendor access for security, merge, or
payment request. This feature is useful
to prevent errors in vendor choice.
when a company wishes to direct the
user to a subset of vendors that they
should be working with. Often, with mergers or security concerns, or simply due to
errors, a company will present the minimum number of vendors to reduce confusion.
For example, a country-wide vendor operating as North, South, West, etc. divisions
can appear to users based on Group assignments that match those divisions. Now,
the user residing in the vendor's Western territory is restricted to choosing the
vendor representative of that territory when creating their payment request instead
of having to choose from several divisions of the same vendor.
How It Works
This feature works by combining tasks performed in several tools to create named
vendor groups, such as North, NorthWest, South, and so on. These vendor groups
are then assigned vendors by import, either on-demand or overnight. With the
vendor groups prepared, the User Administrator can now assign a vendor group to a
user, thus filtering the availability of vendors by vendor group assignment.
The general steps are provided below:
•

Create the source list

•

Configure the feature hierarchy

•

Set up the vendor grouping Groups

•

Import your vendors to the vendor groups

•

Assign the vendor group to a user

Details
All vendors are automatically assigned to the Global Group with this service release.
Each vendor that is assigned by import to a sub-Group remains in the Global Group.
Vendors exist on a one-to-many group model, meaning a single vendor can be
assigned to many different groups.
If a user is assigned a vendor group that has no vendors (removed, etc.) they
system will "walk up" the hierarchy to find the next vendor group available to the
Concur Release Notes
September 2012
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user. For example, if Erin is assigned the Global - North - NorthWest vendor group,
and it has no vendors, the North group vendor set is instead presented for selection
of vendors.

Configuration
The feature is configured using a variety of tools. Once configured, the User
Administrator will assign the vendor group to the users. It is highly recommended
that the administrator study the new Invoice: Vendor Employee Access User Guide
for complete details.
Additional documentation consists of:
•

Invoice: Vendor Employee Access Import User Guide (NEW)

•

Invoice: Vendor Import V3 (Current) (refer to the new 310 record set)

•

Invoice: Vendor Manager User Guide (new Import Vendor Access Mapping
tab)

•

Shared: Feature Hierarchies Setup Guide (new Invoice Vendor Employee
Access hierachy)

•

Invoice: Group Configurations Setup Guide (new Vendor Access tab)

Payment Manager: Admin Can Run GL Extract Job On-Demand
Overview
The Invoice Payment Manager can now
run their General Ledger (GL) extract
job when they want, on demand, and
then download the results of the extract
job in a file using options in the
Payment Manager module of Invoice.

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives the client the
flexibility they need to run their extract
when they want to.

This is done using the new GL Extract link available in Payment Manager, as shown
in the figure below:
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How It Works
This feature exposes the function of running the extract directly to the client, without
need to arrange job scheduling with Concur. When the Payment Manager
administrator clicks the Run GL Extract Now link, their extract is moved to the
extract job queue.

The extract job will run when all preceding queued jobs complete. The administrator
is alerted that the job is ready for review when the extract job results appears as a
row in the GL Extract window.

By selecting the row and clicking Download File, the administrator is prompted to
save the job data file locally, where they can open it for review.

Configuration
If the client wants changes made to their extract file, they must submit a Service
Request to Concur to have the standard extract file customized for their entity.
Available fields are documented in the specifications for this job type.
Refer to Invoice: Invoice Pay User Guide and Chapter 8: Payment Request
Accounting Extract V2 (Current) for more information.
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Section 3: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

120827001888

Product/Feature: Invoice/Payment Request Import
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Section 4: Known Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Section 5: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:

•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Administrative Help Opens to Administrative Setup & User Guides
Overview
With this release, the administrative Help commands for Expense, Invoice, and
Travel Request now open a table listing the available administrator setup, user, and
shared guides.
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This change allows the administrator to draw on the most comprehensive and
complete documentation available for the task at hand.
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Release Notes – October 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
For this month:
•

Support for Custom Copydown Action from PO to PR
Selected fields, including Custom fields, can now be configured to perform a
copy down action from the Purchase Order (PO) to one or more payment
requests associated to the PO. This action can be configured to either
overwrite or honor existing values in the request(s), and the system will
prompt the user to copy down values whenever a change is made to the PR.
All items listed here are discussed in detail on the following pages. Refer to
the remained of this document if you need more information.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Automatically Copy Down Data from a PO to a PO Request
Overview
Business Purpose
Invoice can now automatically copy
relevant data in a Purchase Order (PO)
This enhancement provides data
directly into each payment request
retention and reduces manual entry
associated with the PO. Copied data
when working with POs and their
typically includes cost objects, such as
related PO requests.
Department or Division, or spend type,
such as Expense Type. This feature is ideal for clients who regularly allocate their
POs and want to systematically preserve this cost ownership and distibution data in
the PO requests.
Additionally, on copy, the system can be instructed to always overwrite data at the
request level, or instead retain existing captured data provided by the supplier. This
way the client can choose the data they wish to preserve.

How It Works
The feature works by leveraging a field's copy down capability from PO to PR. By
adding Custom fields to the header, line item, and/or allocation levels of the PO and
PR forms, and configuring them for copy down, the data in the PO is now copied to
the request on initial association and again, whenever the system detects a change.
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Configuring Selective Copy Down
The client can choose the best source of information, the PO or the request, using
the Copy Down Only If Empty option. This option prevents (default state) or
allows overwrite from a PO source field to its associated destination field on the PR.
In its default state of disabled, the option prevents the PO field from overwriting data
on copy down to the associated field at the PR level. Enabled, the field data at the PO
level is copied over the data in the PR field.
In the figure below, Custom 02 on the PO header will only copy data to the field
being configured if no data exists in that field. This flexibility allows retention of the
maximum amount of preferred data at the request level.

Examples
Example of a full copy down action for the Expense Type & Description fields:

Purchase Order
PR Line Item
After Copy Down >

Expense Type

Description

Office Supplies
Null
Office Supplies

AMT

Cost

No. 2 Pencils - 967

5

$.05

Pencils

5

$.06

No. 2 Pencils - 967

5

$.06

Below, copy down is allowed for Expense Type, but is disallowed for Description:

Purchase Order
PR Line Item
After Copy Down >

Expense Type

Description

AMT

Cost

Office Supplies

Pencils

5

$.05

Null

No. 2 Pencils - 967

5

$.06

Office Supplies

No. 2 Pencils - 967

5

$.06

Purchase Order Distributions - Behavior and Best Practice
Purchase Order Header and Purchase Order Line Item are available as Copy Down
Sources. However, Purchase Order Distributions are treated differently – they are
not shown as a configuration source choice, but simply always copy-down if the data
has been supplied on the PO. Therefore, it’s important that the PO Distribution and
Payment Request Distribution forms have an identical structure. For example,
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Custom 3 for the PO Distribution should represent the same field as Custom 3 for
Payment Request Distribution.
PO Header

PO Line Item

PO Distributions

Custom 1 – 24
Currency
Description
Discount Percentage
Discount Terms
Name
Net Payment Terms
Order Date
Requested Delivery Date
Shipping
Tax

Custom 1 – 20
Account Code Description
External ID
Line Number Expense Type
Quantity
Requested
Delivery Date
Supplier Part ID
Tax
Unit Price

No Configuration
Not a “Source” choice:
Always copies down if
available data on PO
Ensure PO and Invoice
Distribution Forms
“match”: Custom 1 to
Custom 1

Additional Details
Please note the following when using this feature:
•

Data is copied to the request to on initial association and then:
♦

If the user switches request to a different PO

♦

On association or re-association of request line item to PO line item

•

Copy down only applies to unsubmitted requests - submitted requests are
never updated when changes are made to the PO

•

The PO and PR Allocation forms must match if clients will supply distributions
in the PO import

Configuration
In the steps below a simple example of adding a source and target field to the
respective headers is detailed.
•

Step 1: The Custom 12 field is prepared as the target field to be added to the
PR form

•

Step 2: The Custom 02 field is renamed to PO Source Field and added to the
PO form as the source field, and the Custom 12 field is renamed to PR Target
Field and added to the PR form as the target field for Custom 02

STEP 1: CONFIGURE THE TARGET CUSTOM FIELD FOR THE PR FORM
In this step a Custom field is prepared for addition to the PR form.
1.

As the Invoice Configuration administrator, click Administration > Invoice
Admin > Forms and Fields.

2.

Under Form Type, select Payment Request Header, then click the Fields tab.

Concur Release Notes
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3.

Select Custom 12, then click Modify Field.

4.

Configure the field for this feature by selecting the following options:

5.

♦

Default Value Type: Select Copy Down

♦

Copy Down Source: Select Purchase Order Header

♦

Field: Select Custom 02

♦

(Optional) Copy Down Only If Empty: Select this check box if values
should only be copied down if no value exists in the target field.

Click Save.

STEP 2: ADD THE CUSTOM FIELDS TO THE PR AND PO HEADER FORMS
The Custom fields are now added to the PR and PO Forms.
1.

In Forms and Fields, with Payment Request Header selected, click the Forms
tab.

2.

Click Add Fields, and select Custom 12 and then click Add Fields.

3.

Click the Form Fields tab, select Custom 12, then click Modify Form Fields.

4.

Configure the field, for example renaming and setting the access rights by
user roles (in the figure below, the field is renamed to PR Target Field for
clarity):

Concur Release Notes
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5.

Click Save.

6.

Under Form Type, select Purchase Order Header.

7.

Click Forms tab > Add Fields, select Custom 02 and click Add Fields.

8.

Click Form Fields, select Custom 02, and click then click Modify Form
Fields.

9.

Configure the field as described in step 4 above (the field is renamed to PO
Source Field for clarity).

10. Click Save.

The source field in the PO header will now copy down all data to the target field on
the PR header. This same procedure can be applied to the line item form as well. It is
best practice when copying distributions to ensure the allocation forms of the PR and
PO match for optimum copy down capability.
NOTE: When creating line items where copy down exists the line item will associate
with any existing PO line items. If no association is made then no defaults will
occur for the new line item.
Refer to Invoice: Forms and Fields Setup Guide and Invoice: Purchase Order
Setup Guide and Invoice: Purchase Order User Guide for more information.

Payment Request Accounting Extract: Addition of Selected Fields
Overview

Business Purpose

The Supplier Part ID field is now added
to the Payment Request Accounting
extract in this release.

This enhancement adds additional
fields to the Payment Request
Accounting extract.

Configuration
Please consult with your Concur representative to configure your extract for this
available field.
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Section 3: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

120904001926

Product/Feature: Invoice/Supplier Portal

Concur Release Notes
October 2012

An incorrect URL link is causing a 404 Page Not Found error when attempting
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Section 4: Known Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Section 5: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)
•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
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any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
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Release Notes – November 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
For this month:
•

Invoice Will Now Auto-Submit Requests Meeting Conditional Criteria
With this release Invoice can now be configured through a policy to
automatically submit a payment request if the request meets conditional
criteria and basic coding preparation.
All items listed here are discussed in detail on the following pages. Refer to
the remained of this document if you need more information.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Auto-Submits Requests Meeting Conditional Criteria (Straight-Through
Processing)
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release Invoice can now be
configured through a policy to
This enhancement speeds the
automatically submit a payment request
submittal process by automatically
if the request meets conditional criteria
routing requests based on the client's
and basic coding preparation. This
preferences.
feature is ideal for touch-free routing of
requests through workflow on import and/or on assignment, where the system can
provide a standardized threshold of review instead of manual approval and
processing.

How It Works
This feature works on a per-policy basis, with new options allowing configuration of
auto-submittal for all users working with requests under the policy. The Invoice
Configuration administrator accesses this feature by clicking Invoice Admin >
Policies, then selecting a policy and clicking Auto Submit Conditions:

This editor lets the administrator set the conditions under which a request will be
automatically submitted either on import or, optionally, on request assignment (see
below).

EXAMPLE
In the example below, the administrator has set conditions where a request
matching vendor "Acme" and a request total not exceeding $1,200.00 should be
automatically submitted by the system. This will occur on request import, and as the
Concur Release Notes
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administrator has also selected the Apply Auto Submit to Assignment check box,
on assignment of the request to any employee as well.

Invoice supports auto-submission on any kind of assignment, from AP User to
Invoice Owner, Invoice Owner to Invoice Owner, or when an Invoice Owner
unassigns an invoice from themselves back into the general AP queue.
NOTE: Clients who code an invoice through multiple stages (one AP User assigns to
another AP User) may want to avoid using auto-submission.

REQUIREMENTS FOR AUTO-SUBMIT
A payment request is successfully submitted by the system only if the request has an
existing Invoice Owner and the request is coded adequately, with Required fields (as
an example) completed. This also means the absence of any audit rule exception, or
workflow or validation rule that would cause the system to override the configured
threshold for the submit action.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR PO MATCHING
When the submit action should include purchase order matching, the administrator
can include this PO condition with others. The basic PO condition is shown in the
figure below:

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Please note the following when using this feature:
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•

The feature applies only to requests associated with users working under the
policy for which the conditions are configured for auto-submission

•

The Assign Request screen's "Assign On Open" feature is disabled for autosubmission

•

An Audit Trail entry is entered on successful submission

Configuration
Refer to Invoice: Policies Setup Guide for more information.

Add Payment Resolution Details to Client Pay Payment Requests
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the client can use
options in Invoice Pay to add or update
This enhancement lets the client
detailed payment resolution information
update payment resolution for their
to their extracted payment requests.
payment requests.
This feature allows payment details
using a variant of the Client Paid payment method, including Client Pay, Paid, Void,
and Cancelled, to be updated. Typical examples include updating Concur Invoice with
the actual check number, check image (see below), and paid date, so that Concur
Invoice users (or suppliers, in the case of the Supplier Portal) can view and answer
questions about actual payments.
There are two methods to add payment status information to a request in the
Invoice Pay user interface, each meant for use depending on the requests to be
acted on:
•

On-Demand Payment Confirmation Import: This method is designed for
bulk updates, employing an Excel-based on-demand Payment Confirmation
import the client populates with updated data from their Payment System
(the financial system that makes the disbursement to the vendor).

•

Add Payment Details: This method is designed for one-off updates of
selected payment requests, and the user may add and revise the information
as required.

How It Works - On-Demand Payment Confirmation Import
The new import works by providing an Excel template the user can download and
populate with payment request data. This data, from the client financial system
making disbursements to the vendor, is imported into Invoice and updates the
Payment Status of payment requests.
The Payment Manager begins by navigating to Invoice > Payment Manager and
clicking the Payment Confirmation Import link to open the Import Payment
Confirmations page:
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The administrator then:
•

Downloads the template (or optionally provides their own)

•

Populates the spreadsheet with request confirmation data

•

Uploads and imports the template data

•

Reviews the import details for any issues

Documentation
The administrator is encouraged to review the Invoice: Payment Request
Confirmation Import User Guide, which is available using a link in the user interface
of the Import Payment Confirmations page.

How It Works - Add/Update Payment Details
The Add/Update Payment Details method is used to update selected payment
requests one at a time. This is done using the Add Payment Details command in the
Actions menu, which is available only for those requests that were Client Pay and
have been extracted, and those that have been paid/voided/cancelled through
Invoice Pay.
The Payment Manager first searches for the payment request using the Request
Search function in Payment Manager:
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Selecting and opening the request, the Payment Manager clicks Actions > Add
Payment Details (or Update Payment Details if editing) to display the Add Payment
Details dialog box.

Here the Payment Manager can add the additional resolution information into the
Invoice system. These options include setting the Payment Status (Cancelled; Paid;
Voided), Payment Amount, and Payment Method along with supporting notes and
other details. The Payment Manager may revise this information at any time in order
to update the Invoice System.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to Invoice: Payment Request Confirmation Import User Guide for more
information.

Load and View Supporting Payment Resolution Images for Requests
Overview
The Payment Manager (only) can now
add supporting images, such as a
voided check, to support payment
details added to provide a financial
record of request payment resolution in
Invoice and the client financial system.

Business Purpose
This enhancement lets the Payment
Manager add images to requests as
supporting documentation for payment
resolution.

How It Works
In tandem with the Payment Details feature (explained in this document), the
Payment Manager may need to provide proof of record in image format to support
the resolution information they enter for their payment requests. To do this, the
request is opened by the Payment Manager after searching for it under Request
Search.

Then, the Payment Manager clicks Actions > Upload Payment Image to open the
Upload Image window, where they can browse for the image and upload it to
Invoice:
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Viewing the Image After Upload
The new image functionality also allows the Payment Manager to verify the image
they have uploaded. This is done using the Actions > View Payment Image
command, which when clicked opens the image in a separate browser window.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to Expense: Invoice Pay User Guide for more information.

Date, Time, and IP/Region Appears at Login
Overview
Starting with the November release,
users will see the date and time of their
last login to Concur.
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Each user should review this information to ensure that it matches their actual last
login. If not, it might be an indication that someone else has accessed the user's
Concur account. If the date and time seems suspicious, the user should
immediately:
•

Change his/her Concur password – and –

•

Notify the user's company security department or help desk

The date and time message is visible for a short time. Once the user navigates away
from the initial page, the message disappears.
The user can click History to see additional information. The IP address and the
location shown on the Login History page are based on the service providing
internet access and may be different from the user’s actual location. The user
should verify this information with his/her company.
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Configuration
This feature is automatically on for all users and cannot be turned off.
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Section 3: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

121011001315

Product/Feature: Invoice/Itemizations

121016001848

Concur Release Notes
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Description: The Amount Remaining field is not calculated correctly if the
Quantity field is missing from the line item form.
Resolution: Invoice will now reference the Unit Price field when calculating
the amount to be itemized whenever the client elects to not use the Quantity
field in the line item form.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)
•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Release Notes – December 2012
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
For this month:
•

Purchase Order Rule Sets Can Now Include Condition-Based Rules
Each of your PO rule sets can now be further refined using new conditionbased rule groups added "within" a single rule set. This adds an additional
layer of conditional checks for each rule set, providing more overall
granularity.

•

Update Custom Header Fields Using Payment Confirmation Imports
The Payment Confirmation imports, both on-demand and overnight, now
support the processing and validation of data for any Custom fields the client
has decided to add to the Payment Request header.
All items listed here are discussed in detail on the following pages. Refer to
the remained of this document if you need more information.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Condition-Based Rules Support for PO Matching Rule Sets
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients using matching rule sets to
compare POs to requests can now add
This enhancement adds additional
additional, condition-based rules to their
flexibility to PO matching rules by
rule sets. These additional rules let the
allowing comparison based on specific
client create matching rules based on
attributes of different POs.
unique attributes, such as spend or
project division values in Custom fields added to a PO and request. This results in a
single rule set that can be executed across different PO types with confidence that
attributes within the PO and request will trigger a rule to execute based entirely on
the unique attributes.

Benefits of Using Condition-Based Rules With Matching Rule Sets
This feature is ideal at sites that wish to execute their matching rules based on the
distinctions of spend type (services vs. goods), division (US, Europe), or projects
(internal vs. external) as examples. Existing or new rule sets can be augmented with
these customized conditions and associated rules that run as "subsets" to the parent
rule, performing the match based on the configured conditional distinctions, and
generating exceptions based on the rules associated with the condition.

How It Works - Example
For this example, assume you will create a single rule set distinguishing between
services and goods PO types where the rule will analyze, and allow submission, for
any shipping variance for service type expenses. You will also evaluate a vendor,
Acme, for line item variance that, when exceeded, prevents submission.
First, create a copy from Default Rule Set and rename (Acme Shipping & Unit Price
Variance Rule Set in this case). As with all copied rule sets, the system (Default) rule
set is included and will also run.
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Next, select the rule set, then click Add to build the condition-based rules that will
detect a service expense type for shipping variance by first creating the conditionbased rules where Expense Type = Services or Repair Services:

Click Save, then select the new rule and click Edit Rules to configure the system to
compare Shipping fields between PO and request(s), and to allow submission with an
informational exception message.

Perform the same steps for the additional rule, specifying Acme as vendor for the
rule group condition. For the matching rule group rules, specify Quantity as the field
to compare, configuring a custom tolerance threshold of no more than 5 and
disallowing submission if this figure is exceeded:
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For review and clarity, the matching rule set and its child rules are shown by
selecting the parent rule set:

The matching rule set is associated to the policy using the Policies tool by selecting it
from PO Matching Ruleset:
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This relationship is shown under Associated Policies in PO matching:

Now, when the PO is matched to one or more requests by the unique PO Number
value, the rules are run to detect variances and display exceptions as needed.

Editing and Updating Rule Sets
Be aware that when updating rule sets, you must click Update to save changes to
Tolerance, Exception Message, and other options. Note also that the system
(Default) rule set can be edited for matching rules, but not for conditions, and any
rule set that displays the In Use indicator cannot be edited.

Additional Information
Please note the following when using this feature:
•

Best practice is to add customized fields that support the differentiation the
client wishes to query against, for example, division or project

•

Only one rule set may be configured (nested) below another rule set to the
parent matching rule set (that is, a level of two)

•

The In Use flag/indicator appears whenever a rule set has at least one
request or PO associated to it

•

Exceptions appear as blue if an exception exists, but the user may submit,
and as yellow if the user is prevented from submitting

•

Every rule set copies the "system" rule set that executes a standard set of
evaluations for unit price and remit address - this can be edited in the copied
rule set; the system rule group can have any matching conditions assigned
and is editable if not In Use

Configuration
Configuration is described above, and is provided in greater detail in the Invoice:
Purchase Order Setup Guide. Additional information is also included in the Invoice:
Purchase Order User Guide.
Concur Release Notes
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Use Custom Fields in Payment Confirmation Import to Pass Client Data
Overview
Business Purpose
The Payment Confirmation imports,
both on-demand and overnight, now
This enhancement provides additional
support the processing and validation of
flexibility between Invoice and the
data for any Custom fields the client has
client ERP, and adds additional visibility
decided to add to the Payment Request
when working with invoices.
header. This means the client can pass
client-specific payment data, such as an in-house invoice reference numbers, from
their financial system directly to Invoice via the import's Custom fields.
NOTE: This feature does not extend to the Add Payment Details options in Payment
Manager.

Configuration
The client will add the Custom fields to the Payment Header form, renaming the
fields as necessary, and perform the overnight or on-demand import to display the
data within Invoice.
Refer to Chapter 6: Payment Request Confirmation Import V2 (Current)
and/or the Invoice: Payment Request Confirmation Import User Guide for
more information.
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Section 3: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

121025000765

Feature Area: Imports (OB10)
Description: An application error is generated when an OB10 Payment
Request import type is performed that includes line items exceeding upwards
of 1,000 in number.
Resolution: If an OB10 import job includes over 100 line items the system
will now truncate these line items under an expense type of Undefined. An
Audit Trail entry is also created when this happens.

121127000912

Feature Area: Invoice Pay - Personal Distribution Import
Description: The Invoice Personal Distribution Import is failing when the
form contains a field that is copied down from a previous form, and is not
configured as Modify for the user.
Resolution: This is corrected so that the read-only field on the Allocation
form is now copied from its source.

121128000820

Feature Area: Copy Down
Description: In copy down, the values from the Payment header form are
overriding the line item and copying the incorrect data to the distribution.
Resolution: The overwrite is now prevented on request import by enforcing a
rule to prevent copy if a non-empty value exists at the line item and
distribution level.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)
•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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